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Lafayette county now debt free What brings international
students to Ole Miss?
BY BLAIR JACKSON AND
NATALIE MOORE
sblairjackson@gmail.com
nemoore19@gmail.com

GRAHPIC BY PETRE THOMAS | The Daily Mississippian

BY KATHRYN WINTER
Kathryn.winter2011@gmail.com

Lafayette County plans to
lower property taxes as approved by the Lafayette County
Board of Supervisors, as a result of being newly debt free.
“We are essentially, as of last
Thursday, debt free,” board
president Lloyd Oliphant said.
“The proceeds we used to accomplish this task came from
the sale of Baptist (Memorial)
Hospital.”
The board usually meets
monthly but called a special
meeting to accomplish the task.
A unanimous decision made by
the board was to pay the bonds
off and hire a bond attorney to
take care of the finer details in
the decision.
The city and the county each
owned half the hospital, and
Baptist was leasing the facility
and supplying health care to
North Mississippi. Baptist had
the funds to purchase the hospital at $30 million, and the city
and county split the funds.
The $10 million was used to
help Lafayette County become
debt free, and the city is still
looking for other ways to invest
the rest of the money.

inside

“It’s one of the most pleasurable things that I’ve ever been
able to do — serving on the
board of supervisors,” Oliphant said. “To come in and leave
at the end of my four-year term
knowing that we are in better
shape than virtually any other
county in the state is a great
thing.”
Oliphant said when municipalities and government need
to build a building or road or
anything that requires a large
outlay of cash and they don’t
have it, they go to the general public and sell shares in a
county. Then the public buys a
certain amount of bonds — for
example, $100,000.
A county stands behind the
bonds and pays the buyer an
interest rate.
“We’re essentially borrowing
money from the public, so if you
and your neighbor and roommate and all these other people
put money into our endeavor to
build a bridge or building, then
we are able to pay out the interest as we collect taxes,” Oliphant said.
The county sets money
aside so the buyer gets a dividend check of interest over the
course of the bond life — five
years, for example — but when
five years are up, the buyer gets
the full amount of $100,000
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or whatever amount they paid
back.
An outstanding bond is one
that hasn’t been paid off in full.
“We had four outstanding
bonds that we were paying interest on,” Oliphant said. “My
thoughts are that we had the
cash on hand and I wanted to
pay the bonds off because it
doesn’t make sense to me to
have the cash on hand invested
at one or two percent, and owe
four or five percent interest in
bonds. The math is just not
there,”
Three of the four bondholders — various banks — decided
to take the cash and relinquish
the bond. One decided to hold
on to the bond until it becomes
due.
“This can relate to Ole Miss
students because there are numerous students that come here
and purchase property,” Oliphant said. “(With) any property
that they’ve purchased, county
tax rates will now be lowered.”
The property tax will be lowered for several reasons.
“All the money we were using to satisfy those debt payments, we’re now reducing the
tax burden on citizens — Ole
Miss students, professors — it
gives everyone a little bit more
cash to spend, to save, invest or
whatever,” Oliphant said.

Students come to the University of Mississippi from all
over the state and the country, but what makes Ole Miss
unique is the large number of
international students that call
Ole Miss home.
This year alone, an estimated 600-650 international students attend Ole Miss. These
numbers prompt investigation
into what is attracting international students to the small
town of Oxford.
Arpi Grigoryan, an international studies freshman from
Armenia, said Ole Miss had a
good reputation in her home
country.
“Everyone was saying that
Ole Miss was the best university in Mississippi,” she said.
“When I was applying for universities in Armenia, they told
me that the Croft Institute is
the best in liberal arts.”
Over the past few years,
Ole Miss has received an increased amount of press aside

from the usual sports coverage
and party school ranking. This
year alone, the university has
been ranked for several honors by the media.
Newsweek Magazine ranked
Ole Miss as the Most Beautiful College Campus, Forbes
Magazine ranked Ole Miss as
a Best Buy College and Fiske
Guide to Colleges has featured Ole Miss as one of only
300 college featured in their
guide.
In 2009, StateUniversity.
com ranked Ole Miss as the
safest campus in the SEC, and
the university took the honor
again in 2010.
The tuition at Ole Miss also
plays a role when students are
determining where to go to
school.
Isin Umezu, an economics
sophomore from Japan, said
the reason she came to Ole
Miss was because the tuition
was cheaper than that of other schools she considered.
Seonyoung Song is a junior
Chinese major from Korea.
She heard of Ole Miss from
See PRESS, PAGE 5
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Books and movies like “The Blind Side” by Michael Lewis are among the many attractions
that draw international students to The University of Mississippi.
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Fighting off apathy
BY JOSH CLARK
@dm_toons

BY ANDREW DICKSON
addickso@olemiss.edu

While roaming a music festival Saturday, a friend of mine
turned and asked me two questions: “What is the difference
between ignorance and apathy?” followed by, “What is the
score of the Ole Miss vs. Arkansas game?”
“I don’t know, and I don’t
care,” I replied to both.
Going back to last year, our
football team (2-5, 0-4) has
managed to drop 10 straight
contests against SEC foes. If
you have perceived us as “winning” anything these last two
seasons, the party included, we

have a big scoreboard that will
help you out.
So instead of helping set up
a shanty and going Groving
last Saturday, I decided to take
a trip out of town. It’s not that
I’ve lost all faith in the team or
that I’m an angry fan — it’s
much worse than that. With
the fan infighting and poor play
on the field, I’m starting not to
care.
What’s more is I can barely
comprehend the viewpoints
and agendas of my fellow fans.
I can’t tell if Forward Rebels
thinks anyone in our administration can be salvaged or if
they believe (in the words of
Bob Dylan), “Everybody must
get stoned.”
Either way, they’ve managed
to encourage two well-known
Rebels to speak up in support
See APATHY, PAGE 3

Vote. Vote. Vote.
BY EMILY STEDMAN
stedmanemily@gmail.com

On Tuesday, Nov. 8, we
each have an opportunity to
exercise our right to vote in a
state-wide general election.
I believe this is one of the
most basic rights our generation has, and yet it is the one
we take for granted the most.
In a state like Mississippi,
that is a shame, and exercising
that right can be a reminder
to the government that we
have a voice and are willing to
use it.
Prior to the ratification of
the 15th and 19th Amendments, the Constitution did
not lay out voting requirements or standards. Instead, it
was up to the states to dictate
the process and who was able
to cast a ballot.

In 1870, as part of Reconstruction, the 15th Amendment was ratified, which prohibits a state from denying the
right to vote because of race,
color or previous condition of
servitude.
Mississippi was required to
ratify the amendment in order to rejoin the Union. If it
refused, it would not have the
privilege of representation
in Congress. Unwillingly, the
state was the 23rd state to accept the ratification.
In 1878, Susan B. Anthony
and Elizabeth Cady Stanton
introduced the first draft of
the 19th Amendment, also
known as the Women’s Suffrage Amendment. It took 41
years for this amendment to
reach ratification.
Prior to the 1920 ratification, Mississippi was one of

only a handful of states that
had no form of women’s suffrage. And, to demonstrate
its disapproval of this movement, Mississippi rejected the
amendment. When Mississippi finally ratified the 19th
Amendment, it was the last
state to do so.
I am not originally from
Mississippi. But since moving
here a year and a half ago, I
have fallen in love with this
place. The food, the culture
and the people are all wonderful.
In just over a week, three
initiatives and a multitude of
state-wide positions, including
governor, lieutenant governor
and secretary of state, will be
brought to a vote.
Regardless of where you sit
politically, I encourage you to
research the candidates.
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essential state laws.
We are lucky to live in a
country where history is active.
It has been a brief 141 years
since the passage of the 15th
Amendment, and only 91
years since women gained the
right to vote. Do not let our
government think we have
forgotten about these rights.
Vote on Nov. 8 or submit
your absentee ballot (no deadline) if you are not a resident
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those of you out-of-state students, this applies to you too.
Vote, people! It’s a simple
chance for our generation to
have its voices heard.
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or family do without making
an informed decision of your
own is not what the Framers
of our Constitution dreamt
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website.
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brochure for each of the initiatives being proposed. The
pamphlets dictate the text of
the provision, as well as offer a
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These initiatives are not
merely popular ideas brought
to a vote.
They are potential changes
to the constitution of our state.
We have a chance to participate in the development and
further formation of the most
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Letter to the Editor
To the Editor:

of their cause — in the past
week, former players Romaro
Miller and Jerrell Powe have
spoken out against Athletic Director Pete Boone and in support of changes to the athletic
department.
Now, don’t get me wrong
here: I’m down to see a power
outage or two if it can provide
the spark our athletic program
desperately needs, but I’m a bit
puzzled with the current disdain over the job Boone is doing. I mean, Boone has been on
his second tour of duty as our
athletic director since 2002, and
while we’ve had some bright
spots here and there, we’ve
sucked much worse than this
since he’s been here (see 2007).
Why has it taken this long for
the majority of our fan base to
take notice?
Perhaps because of the bright
spots (see 2003 and 2008) and
the fact that Boone has done a
good job managing resources
since he’s been here (our athletic budget isn’t exactly in the
SEC’s top tier). If he were to
leave his position as athletic director for whatever reason, I’d
like to see him stick around in
some capacity to help finish the
Forward Together fundraiser.
Regardless of their dispositions, I’m glad Forward Rebels,
Romaro Miller, Jerrell Powe and
the others speaking up have the
passion to do so.
However, I feel like some may
be hurting the cause more than
helping it: even if Chancellor
Jones wants to make a change
at the top of the athletic department, I doubt he’ll do it unless FR stops trying to force his
hand.
It is OK for you to be angry
as a fan — if you’ve been paying attention to Ole Miss athletics recently I don’t see how you
couldn’t be. But there’s a difference between emailing your
chancellor to voice your displeasure and airing your grievances
in the newspapers.
If you’re a booster of any
kind, please continue to support
Ole Miss. Boycott the games
and exercise your right to free
speech in a constructive manner if you feel the need to, but
don’t withdraw all support from
our students and athletes and
disassociate yourself from the
university (though I fear apathy may cause some to do just
that).
If you don’t want to give any
more money to the athletics
department, we have a general
fund and many schools and colleges that would be glad to take
what you had put away for football.
Push the right buttons and
change will come.

10.28.11

Adam Ganucheau recommends (The DM, Oct. 26)
that protestors involved in
Occupy Wall Street pack
up their sleeping bags, tents
and bongos and go home.
He paints protestors as both
overly passionate citizens and
as hipsters protesting just to
protest. Which is it?
In the following paragraphs,
I’d like to address some of his
statements:
Mr. Ganucheau cites national and local media coverage as evidence of the composition of protesting groups.
He would have us believe
them to be hippies, druggies,
rapists and other ilk, hold-

ing values not current with
those of the average American. When viewing coverage
of the protests, it is important
to remember that Media is a
business and the American
people are the customer. We
like to see the crazy (if you
don’t believe me, take a look
at our reality TV).
Any cameraman or reporter
covering the protests will always be looking for that shot,
despite its inaccurate portrayal of the majority. The
few examples he cited are the
exception, not the rule.
Secondly, Mr. Ganucheau
claims that this type of free
speech is uncreative. I’m sure
the Libyans and the Egyptians
felt the same way, but someone clearly forgot to bring

the construction paper and
glitter. When people band together, their message is louder
and people take notice. How
else would it be done?
The Tea Party movement
staged similar protests, before
they were co-opted by the
Republicans, and these two
movements share much in
common. Both have come together because they feel that
politicians no longer listen to
the American people. Both
should be commended for
standing up against the corrupt practices of the Establishment.
With that said, Mr. Ganucheau openly admits that
corporations play a large part
in the U.S. government. They
do fund our government – in

the form of campaign contributions.
A lack of oversight is what
got us into this mess, and deregulation continues to be
supported by the Right and
the Left in Congress. As long
as our legislatures continue
to value the wants and needs
of big business over those of
the American people, we will
continue to feel ignored, and
we will do what is necessary
to make our voices heard.
He does make a point about
the encroaching cold – winter
is coming. I, for one, hope
their resolve holds.
Trey McCain
Master’s student in Modern
Languages
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Celebrate Halloween
with ‘Spooky Physics’
BY WARREN BISHOP
warrenbishop50@gmail.com

The University of Mississippi Department of Physics
and Astronomy is hoping to
spook up this year’s Halloween with a variety of physics
demonstrations.
The department, which has
held “Spooky Physics” for the
past five years, will provide
demonstrations that include
a (literally) hair-raising Vand
de Graff generator, bottle
rockets, a bed of nails and ice
cream frozen with liquid nitrogen.
“It’s a demonstration of
physics principles,” physics
professor Thomas Marshall
said. “But with a frightful
twist in honor of Halloween.”
“Spooky Physics” will also
feature a “main stage” to
show off a conglomeration
of more complex physics
demonstrations performed by
professors in the department.
“Some of the demonstrations will be the same (as previous years), but there will be
a few demonstrations that are
new,” Marshall said.
In the spirit of suspense, the
department would not reveal
the nature of all the demonstrations to be performed on
the main stage.
“Children especially love

the demonstration of freezing things in liquid nitrogen,”
physics professor Marco Cavalgia said. “They want to
freeze everything that they
see.”
Outreach is the main goal
of the event. The physics department is utilizing its ability
to create interesting experiments to open up the world
of physics to children, teens
and younger college students.
The demonstrations are both
educational and entertaining.
“Spooky Physics” has had
much success in the past.
“There is usually a huge
crowd and some kids, and
teenagers say they will do
physics because they were
there,” Cavalgia said. “A few
people tell me, ‘My son now
wants to do physics because
of seeing all this.’”
Because of its past success,
the physics department is going to continue to hold the
event and considers it a tradition, Cavalgia said.
The event is open to the
public, especially children.
Children 12 and under are
invited to participate in a
costume contest. Prizes will
be given out for the best costumes.
“Spooky Physics Demonstrations” is a free event that
will be held tonight, Oct. 28,
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in Lewis Hall.

Swaps in the City
BY CAROLINE DANIELS
caroline.e.daniels@gmail.com

Sororities and fraternities
give back to the Oxford community in a non-traditional
way.
Along with game days and
fall boots, sorority and fraternity swap season has begun. For
all the non-Greeks out there,
swaps, also known as mixers or
date parties, consist of a fraternity and a sorority coming
together for a themed party at
a local Oxford venue, usually a
bar on the Square.
There are over 30 sororities
and fraternities on the University of Mississippi campus, and
most plan swaps at least a few
times a semester.
Kappa Sigma Fraternity
President Tyler McBeth said
the Kappa Sigma Fraternity
will have multiple swaps and
date parties before winter
break.
“During the fall, once rush
is over, we have swaps during
the week, date parties and a fall
formal all before Christmas,”
McBeth said.
“Normally, Tri Delt has one
social event every couple of
weeks,” Tri Delta President
Marita Walton said. “But since
recruitment has been over we
have had a swap almost every
week.”
Swaps not only give members
of sororities and fraternities
the opportunity to enjoy a fun
night in the costume of their
choosing, but it also allow bars
to take in a large amount of
revenue, something they may
not otherwise experience on a
typical Tuesday or Wednesday
night.
All chapters involved in the
swap supply costs, Walton
said.
“For most swaps, the sorority and fraternity try to split
the costs as evenly as possible,”
she said. “Each chapter pays
for some of the costs, like the
venue and band, then once the
total is figured out, arrange-

ments are made to reimburse
whichever chapter has spent
more.”
In order for a swap to occur,
the Greek chapter social chairs
discuss the possibilities of swapping together. Usually after the
sorority or fraternity’s officers
have agreed on the details, the
swap will be announced to the
chapter.
“I really like swaps, and I
think it’s a great way for me,
and others, to meet new people,” freshman Grace Myers, a
new member to Kappa Kappa
Gamma, said.
Sophomore Kaylee Cochran is the risk management
chair of her sorority and understands firsthand that there
is a lot more that goes into a
swap than simply dolling up in
elaborate makeup and unique
clothing for one night.
“Three weeks prior to a social function, I have to fill
out an Event Planning Form,
which is sent to our sorority
headquarters to be approved,”
she said. “The form includes
information about the venue,
alcohol, insurance, security,
chaperones, transportation and
liability.”
It seems that most Oxford
residents don’t realize these fraternity and sorority parties are
more than a night on the town
for college students. While
some Square residents roll their
eyes at the loudness of a weekday party, Kent Eddy, head of
Collegiate Security, said he and
his co-workers enjoy the costumes and the excitement of
the Ole Miss students.
“We are hired for several
parties a week,” he said. “It’s a
busy job, but it’s always enjoyable.”
Eddy, who has owned Collegiate Security for almost 16
years, said no matter what the
event is, Collegiate Security is
happy to help.
Although swaps bring in a
surplus of revenue, including
alcohol sales, venue, transportation and security, several say

they are also associated with an
increase in the comfort level of
many Greek members when it
comes to alcohol intake.
One Greek member said she
often finds herself having more
to drink at a swap than any
other night out on the Square.
“When the bar is filled with
people you already know, and
you’re dressed head to toe in a
costume where you can be anyone you want, it’s easy to forget limits and sip down one too
many,” she said.
Although there is no known
trend between swaps and
crime in Oxford, alcohol-related arrests increased for the
first three Mondays of October compared to the first three
Mondays of September. While
it cannot be proven that these
October alcohol-related arrests
are the results of fraternity and
sorority swaps, a great number
of Greek swaps occur on Monday nights.
When it comes to prevention
measures, sororities and fraternities are taking precautions to
ensure that underage members
aren’t drinking and that those
who are allowed to drink do so
responsibly.
“As far as lists go at the door,
we have an active member list
and you are required to give
your name and present your
ID at the door to be able to attend each swap,” McBeth said.
Kappa Kappa Gamma president Catherine Scott talked
about how her chapter is doing
all they can to ensure the safety
of their members and the community at swaps.
“We have at least one chaperone, whether that be one of
our advisors or an alumni, who
attend our swaps, along with
the security that we hire,” she
said.
Police Chief Mike Martin
said he really has no problem
with Greek swaps.
“As long as they obey the
law and do not create a disturbance, I have no problems with
them,” he said.
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Visit the ‘One Night Stand’ at the Ole Miss Motel
BY ROSS CABELL
rsscabell@gmail.com

The 5th annual One Night
Stand: Motel Art Show returns
to Oxford tomorrow, Oct. 29,
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
One Night Stand differs from
other art shows in Oxford because it takes place in the most
unlikely of places, a motel.
Erin Kirkpatrick, owner of
Amelia’s on the Square and
creator of the event, said she
developed the idea in 2006
when she was photographing
old motels.
“I was out taking pictures,
and the Ole Miss Motel had
blue doors with red hearts, so
seeing that along with hearing that T. Model had a room
there, I thought it was a good
juxtaposition — an old seedy
motel and fine art,” Kirkpatrick said.
“I think it’s a great place for
artists to show their art who
didn’t have a place otherwise.”
The art show will feature 15
different artists from Tennessee
and Mississippi, with the majority of the artists from Oxford.
When Kirkpatrick first started
the event in 2007, the art show
was submission based, to give
each artist an equal chance of
being featured.

PRESS,

continued from page 1

her school, Hanbat National
University, in Korea.
“In my country, my university has a connection with
(Ole Miss), and from there I
got tuition for school here,”
she said.
Ole Miss is also appealing
to students because of its rich
culture. The historic Lyceum
and Confederate graveyard
are among many aspects that
make Ole Miss unique.
“I always wanted to study
abroad, and I picked Ole Miss
because I was interested in
the Civil War,” Adam Russell,
a junior history major from
London, England, said.
The university has also
been featured in two recent
films, “The Blind Side” and
“The Help.” As of May 2011,
“The Blind Side” has generated $255,950,375 while
“The Help” has generated

The Motel Art Show gives
each artist space to show their
work in their own room.
The artists will have the ability to arrange the room the
day of the event to match their
work, so no two rooms will look
alike.
In the past, there has been
live music, but this year the
artists will choose the music for
their individual rooms.
Sarah Story, a recent graduate of the Ole Miss bachelor of
fine arts program, will have 10
of her oil paintings featured in
a room.
Story, who has been to past
Motel Art Shows, said she likes
the idea of setting up shop in
a motel rather than a fine art
gallery.
“I have enjoyed looking at all
the rooms because each artist
transforms the space differently,” she said.
“Erin (Kirkpatrick) does a
great job of choosing different types of art/artists to be in
the show, and that allows each
room to be unique.”
The Motel Art Show has also
presented artists in the area
with a way to become familiar
with each other’s work.
“A few years ago, Lou Haney
had a show where I work, the
University Museum, so it is re-

ally exciting to be in a show
with her,” Story said. “I recognize some of the other artists’ names, so I am excited to
finally meet them.”
Britt Bass, who will also be
featured at the Motel Art Show,
sent in her submission last May
while she lived in Georgia,
knowing she would be in Oxford during the fall.
“I just moved here from
Georgia, and back in May I
met Kate Roebuck of Bowerbird, who will also be in the
show, and Erin. I went out on
a limb and sent in my submission,” she said.
Bass said she already knows
how she wants her room set
up.
“I am trying to make 333 little paintings, they are 3 (inches) by 3 (inches) ,and I’ve been
working my ass off to reach
that number,” she said.
“I am going to take everything out of the room and
have clothespins in rows and
set them up laterally across the
room.”
Story said she is still working
on how she wants her room to
look.
“I have an idea in my mind,
but I am sure it will change
once I am in the space,” she
said. “That is part of the fun

$14,594,623 and is continuing
to bring in revenue.
Another contributing factor
to Ole Miss’ success is the large
amount of programs offered,
including the Trent Lott Leadership Institute, Croft Institute
for International Studies and
the Center for Manufacturing
Excellence.
“I think that it’s overall quality that really seals the deal
with people wanting to come
to school here,” Associate Media and Public Relations Director Mitchell Diggs said.
Elsie Okoye, a geological engineering junior from Nigeria,
is vice president for the International Student Organization at Ole Miss. She said most
Nigerians go to big cities, but
that after a lot of research, she
knows Ole Miss was the place
for her.
“I was looking for schools
with geological engineering,
and Ole Miss was ranked
among the top,” Okoye said.
“My department is amazing.
That along with daily contact

with friends, it just makes everything so much better.”
Ole Miss has had press coverage coming in from all angles for more than a few years
now, with everything from the
2008 Presidential debate to
the recent uproar about the
university mascot. This coverage is what makes people talk
and what ultimately attracts
attention to the university, according to Diggs.
“There is an old saying that
any PR is good PR,” he said.
International students are
attracted to Ole Miss for a
variety of reasons, including
culture, special programs and
tuition. The Ole Miss experience is not only for the Americans; it is an experience shared
around the world.
Katya Vlasenko, an international relations senior and
exchange student from Russia,
said she agrees with the shared
international sentiment.
“I am really happy I was
placed here; I love this place,”
she said.

get your morning fix

of showing in a hotel room.
We don’t get to set up our work
until the day of the show.”
The Oxford Motel Art Show
features more than just local
artists.
In the past, Kirkpatrick has
had artists from Louisiana, Alabama and even an artist from
New York.
Oxford isn’t the only town
where Kirkpatrick has replaced
motel rooms with art galleries. In September 2008, she
brought the Motel Art Show to
Los Angeles.
“I moved to L.A. to do the
show, and it took a while to
find the right hotel,” Kirkpatrick said. “It took about a year
to get it transformed and figured.”
Kirkpatrick said she plans on

having the Motel Art show in
Oxford every fall, while in the
spring she plans to have it in a
different city every year. She
already has a Brooklyn show
lined up for Spring 2012, with
future shows in Nashville and
Portland.
The Motel Art Show will be
sponsored by the Arts Council
and Cathead Vodka. The shows
out of town are also sponsored
by the Yoknapatawpha Arts
Council, as a way to promote
tourism, giving a window into
Oxford’s art culture.
All of the artwork at the
event is for sale and admission
is free but parking at the motel
is discouraged.
For more information on the
event, go to www.ameliapresents.com.
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COLUMN

The Weekly Top Zen: Grove Graveling

BY ANDY PAUL
docgillis@gmail.com

I’ve mentioned in previous
columns that I know next to
nothing about football.
I’ve watched an entire Superbowl once from start to finish –
and even then it was more of a
self-dare than anything else.
Likewise, I know almost nothing about the time-honored tradition in Oxford known as the
Grove.
I went twice during my freshman year, if memory serves me
correctly. Both times ended in
mini-panic attacks that required
the use of an inhaler I had at
the time.
If some blonde, tanned man
in swim trunks managed to
come out of nowhere, kick sand
in my eyes and run off with a
beautiful woman in a bikini, I
wouldn’t be surprised. I don’t
think I’ve ever felt geekier.
Well, suffice to say, it’s now my
last year as an undergraduate at
the University of Mississippi.
There are a finite number of
opportunities left to “experi-

ence” Oxford, as they say. I’m
never quite sure what people
mean when they tell me to “experience” Oxford – I feel like
I’ve done that for the past three
years.
And while I admire many
qualities and opportunities Oxford has to offer, many fans of
the city would try and spin a
horrific race riot here into something quaint and Southern.
Regardless, I decided it was
high time to reassess my opinions of football and the hallowed Grove that is, well, the
Grove.
I’ve matured greatly since my
last visit (I watch Adam Sandler’s “Punch Drunk Love” instead of “Eight Crazy Nights”
now), and I think perhaps my
previous opinion wasn’t fair to
the culture and the “experience” of Oxford.
So, with that being said, two
Saturdays ago I embarked on
my journey.
My first step was to attempt
to blend in with the rest of the
Grove attendees. The standard
thought of a stranger seeing
me for the first time usually
falls somewhere in between the
range of “Hipster Alert” and
“Jonas Brother.”
I ironed a pair of gray plaid
pants, wore a blue button-up

and put on a nice, spiffy tie. I
even threw on cowboy boots,
too. I looked like I was one step
away from interning for Haley
Barbour, if I do say so myself.
The second step was a little
trickier. I sincerely believe that
without alcoholic beverages,
the Grove would devolve into a
ghost town.
Ole Miss fans, stuck in their
lawn chairs from too much fried
chicken, would soberly look
around, realize what a horrid
situation they had dug themselves into and promptly flee
the scene to watch the game on
a 56-inch HD plasma screen
TV like a sane person.
I needed a drink. Or four.
But this is the Grove we’re
talking about here, where the
standard rule of thumb is “all
these plastic cups are filled with
water, officer, and we’re trying
to stay very, very hydrated.”
Surely there had to exist some
liquor version of a lazy river off
to the side of the Student Union
where I could get whatever I
needed to dull my senses.
Sober and dressed in my
vague estimate of what a golf
commentator going to church
must look like, I made my way
to the Grove.
Let’s skip the 40 minutes it
took to find a place to park (near

SistahSpeak and Green Dot
to host Pink and Purple Day
BY KRISTEN PETERS
kmpeters@olemiss.edu

With the C.A.R.E. Walk
and the “Komen on the Go”
bus making a stop at the University of Mississippi, Oxford
seems to have grown into a
community totally dedicated
to raising breast cancer awareness.
Today, SistahSpeak and the
Green Dot program will team
up to host Pink and Purple
Day, a new event to raise
breast cancer and domestic
violence awareness.
The event will be held in
front of the Student Union.
Both organizations will be
handing out candy and giving
free manicures to anyone interested in battling breast cancer and domestic violence.
For SistahSpeak founder
and president Quinn Gee, domestic violence is a personal
issue.
“I am a survivor of domestic
violence,” she said. “Domestic violence awareness is usually viewed as the ‘stepchild’
of breast cancer awareness. I
hope (Pink and Purple Day)
will show others how to rec-

ognize the issues of domestic
violence.”
Gee, a psychology senior at
Ole Miss, started SistahSpeak
to give non-Greek women of
color an organization where
they could discuss anything
and everything.
The organization first started giving out pins and stickers
to raise awareness for breast
cancer and domestic violence,
Gee said.
“We wanted to take it a step
further,” she said.
With the help of the Green
Dot program and SistahSpeak
supporters, Pink and Purple
Day was born.
Both domestic violence and
breast cancer have dramatic
effects on college-aged women.
Breast cancer is the third
deadliest form of cancer, according to msnbc.com. The
risk of breast cancer increases
with age, but the disease is
found to be more deadly when
diagnosed at a young age.
Domestic violence, also
known as Intimate Partner
Violence (IPV), sees its highest rate of affected women in
the 16 to 24 age range. IPV

accounts for as many as half
of 911 phone calls and emergency room visits annually.
Though Pink and Purple
Day is dedicated toward raising awareness for both breast
cancer and domestic violence
awareness, the event is mainly
meant to fight the silent, often unnoticed battle between
young women and domestic
violence.
“It is a terrific chance to get
free candy, take our quiz and
to get your nails done,” Gee
said.
Pink and Purple Day will be
held from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
today in the Student Union.
All sexes, races and ages are
encouraged to attend.
“Please wear pink or purple
to the event,” Gee said. “It’s
a great opportunity to learn
about and support breast cancer and domestic violence.”
If anyone has experienced
domestic violence or has any
questions regarding domestic
violence, the Ole Miss Violence Prevention Office is located in 208 Odom Hall.
The event is free of charge
and promises fun, celebration
and education.

an abandoned Blockbuster) and
the half an hour it took to find
anyone I knew (near an abandoned sense of dignity).
Instead let’s fast forward to the
actual tailgating experience.
Hey, you know what I quickly
found one shouldn’t do in the
Grove?
Attend it sober.
Despite my efforts, I located
no liquor river, but I did manage to uncover a measly trove
of Bud Light.
With this, I was able to settle
into one of those little mesh
chairs, eat food that surely was
not provided with me in mind
and look at what I saw around
me.
I wish this had a happy ending, I really do. But as I took in
all the Grove had to offer, re-

ally “experience” it, there just
wasn’t anything magical there
for me.
I can understand families going there for generations and
football history being played
out, but it is simply not a location to be if you feel at all out
of place.
Grove attendees’ almost exclusive interactions with minorities appeared to come from
ticket scalpers.
The number of Confederate
flags draped across tents made
this Jewish kid cringe.
And if I heard one more guy
in a Kavu visor call me Joe Jonas, I was going to throw a Bud
Light can at him, and probably
miss.
Athletics were never my
strong suit.
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Magnolia Cup, SEC Tournament berth
on the line for Ole Miss soccer tonight

AUSTIN MCAFEE | The Daily Mississippian

Dylan Jordan beats Florida Gators’ Lindsay
Thompson on an attack.

BY JAKE THOMPSON
jcthomps@olemiss.edu

One spot, three teams. That is
the backdrop for Ole Miss (7-101, 3-7 SEC) when they face instate rival Mississippi State (6-9-3,
3-6-1 SEC) in Friday night’s Magnolia Cup.
More than the Magnolia Cup,
however, will be on the line, with
a win Friday night, the Rebels would get one step closer to
the eighth and final spot in next

week’s Southeastern Conference
Tournament.
“There are three teams that are
still alive for that last spot,” Ole
Miss head coach Matt Mott said
in Monday’s press conference.
“It’s us, Mississippi State and
Alabama. We need to take care
of business in that game (against
Mississippi State).”
The scenarios for Ole Miss to
make it to Orange Beach, Ala.,
for the SEC Tournament are
simple. They must defeat Mississippi State Friday night and then
root for Auburn to either win or
tie in its match Friday night at
Alabama.
It was just one year ago that the
Rebels were in this same situation.
They needed to win at Mississippi
State to reach the SEC Tournament and held a 1-0 lead early in
the second half, but the Bulldogs
rallied to win the match 2-1.
This annual match, which is
named “The Magnolia Cup,”
needs nothing extra on the line to
make it a pressure-packed match,
but with both teams fighting for
the final spot, the intensity has
been dialed up a notch.
As if Mott and his staff needed
anything else to deal with Friday,

it is also the last regular-season
home game for his six seniors, Alley Ronaldi, Dylan Jordan, Kendyl
Mygatt, Abbie Curran, Meredith
Snow and Jenna Strother, who
will be honored pre-game.
“It’s tricky,” he said of dealing
with all the emotions of Senior
Night. “We want them to be focused on the game and try to
stay in the moment and not get
caught up in everything. Once the
pre-game stuff ’s over, it will be a
90-minute game against a tough
opponent.”
On the field, the Rebels are getting back to full strength. Sophomore Rafaelle Souza, the team’s
leading scorer, returned last week
after being sidelined for three
games with an ankle injury. Senior Dylan Jordan had the team
on her back while Souza was out
and has played some of her best
soccer the last couple of weeks.
“Dylan has been great for us,”
Mott said. “She has been just a
workhorse for us and has scored
some good goals for us at important times.”
Kickoff is set for 7 p.m. at the
Ole Miss Soccer Stadium and the
match will be televised on SportSouth.

TIPS,

continued from page 11

gers certainly will attempt to do
the same thing, and it could be a
long day if Ole Miss hasn’t made
an adjustment to fix this, particularly if freshman quarterback
Kiehl Frazier is a big part of the
Auburn offense.
2. How will Mackey handle the road?
Junior quarterback Randall
Mackey had the best game of his
Ole Miss career last week against
the Razorbacks, and he will now
make his first Southeastern Conference road start. How Mackey
is able to handle the noise inside
Auburn’s Jordan-Hare Stadium
will be key. In their two road trips
so far this season, Ole Miss lost
30-7 at Vanderbilt and won 3828 at Fresno State, but the environments in Nashville and Fresno will be nothing like the one in
Auburn on Saturday. The Rebels
have struggled with false start
penalties all season long, and a
loud, hostile Auburn crowd could
cause even more issues. Mackey
needs to continue to play well
and show he can handle a tough
environment on the road if Ole
Miss wants to pull off the upset.
3. Continue to open up the
offense
For most of the first half last

week, the Ole Miss offense had
Arkansas completely confused
and out of sync on defense. The
Rebels made a conscious effort
to put the ball in the hands of
explosive freshmen Nick Brassell and Donte Moncrief, and the
move paid dividends. That must
continue this week, as the best
chance Ole Miss has is to continue to get their playmakers the ball
and take advantage of a young
Auburn defense. The play calling
by head coach Houston Nutt and
offensive coordinator David Lee
in the first half this past Saturday
ago was almost perfect, and a
repeat of that game plan will be
needed again.
4. Play a full game
This is something Ole Miss has
failed to do this season, besides
the Fresno State game. The main
culprit has been the third quarter, which has seen Ole Miss outscored 77-21 so far this season.
Nutt has said that another subpar
third quarter cost the Rebels the
win against Arkansas. In order
to pull off the upset against Auburn, another post-halftime lull
cannot happen. It doesn’t matter how good the team plays in
the first half if it consistently allows teams to dominate the latter
parts of games. Nutt has said the
team will do something different
coming out of halftime in order
to fix this, and he certainly needs
it to show on the field.

Volleyball looks to build on upset win at LSU this weekend
BY MATT SIGLER
mcsigler@olemiss.edu

The Ole Miss volleyball
team will return home this
weekend for a pair of matches
against Southeastern Conference opponents Auburn and
Georgia.
The Rebels (6-14, 2-10) split
last weekend’s matches on the
road, which included a fiveset upset win over the LSU
Tigers, their first home loss to
an SEC Western Division opponent since 2004.
Coming off their second
conference win of the season,
Ole Miss is looking to carry
that momentum into this
weekend. However, the Reb-

els lost to both Auburn (9-13,
3-9 SEC) and Georgia (9-13,
5-7) earlier in the season on
the road.
In the match against LSU,
Ole Miss received solid play
from senior libero Morgan
Springer, who had 24 digs
and leads the defense with 18
matches of double-digit digs
this season. Junior Allegra
Wells also had a career-high 18
kills to lead the Rebels. Senior
Regina Thomas put down 10
kills against LSU and continues to lead the SEC in hitting
with a .382 percentage.
Another important player
on the court has been sophomore Kara Morgan, whose
role continues to increase as

the season has progressed and
leads the team with 124 kills
in conference play.
Auburn lost to both Tennessee and Kentucky last weekend, but pushed the Wildcats,
one of the top teams in the
conference, to five sets. Georgia was also swept last weekend by the Volunteers and
Wildcats and will go on the
road to Alabama on Friday
night and then face the Rebels
in a Sunday afternoon match.
Ole Miss will begin weekend
action Friday night against
Auburn at 7 p.m. and continue play Sunday afternoon
at 1:30 p.m. against Georgia.
Both matches will be at the
Gillom Sports Center.

PETRE THOMAS | The Daily Mississippian

Outside hitter Allegra Wells prepares to score a kill against Mississippi State.

For tickets and show info visit www.thelyricoxford.com. Lyric box office open Wed - Sat and days of show 12-5.
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CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:

why rent when you can own
8 Davis Springs off Old Sardis Road
3BD/3BA SPACIOUS fenced backyard.
$105,000. Call James (662)513-0011

Property for Sale

http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):

not just football rentals
Weekends and more! NEW AVAILABILITY ALL GAMES. Event weekend availability/ pricing online. Check with Kay
for other dates. www.oxfordtownhouse.
com (662)801-6692

Miscellaneous

Lafayette Co. Land For Sale
285 ACRES several miles east of Town
of Yocona, just off HWY 334 on deadend road-135 acres open-balance in
Yocona river-bottom hardwood. Great
for very private family getaway, hunting
lodge, or horse ranch. Small, attractive
frame house, large old barn, small lake.
Call for details.
73 ACRES- 10 miles south of Taylor.
Mix of hill pastures and mature timber.
Beautiful home sites, stable neighborhood. Call for details. Lowe Realty.
(662)473-4444 Cell (662) 473-7538

PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Testing... Limited Ultrasound...
Facts, Options and Support... Free and
Confidential.
wwwpregnancyoxford.
com 234-4414

Apartment for Rent

Part-time

Apartments for rent 2 and 3
bedroom available starting Nov. Orange
bus route, 1 mile from campus. www.
liveatlexingtonpointeapts.com or call
662-281-0402 (662)281-0402
Available Nov. 1st 1BD Apartment
at The Cove. $515/ month, $515/security deposit. (662)234-1422

studentpayouts.com Paid Survey Takers Needed In Oxford. 100%
FREE To Join! Click On Surveys.
********BARTENDING************ Make
Up to $250/ Day.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. 1-800-965-6520 ext155

Business
iPhone 4 & Laptop
repair

FREE Diagnosis!! PC & Mac--Same
Day Virus Removal--All Work Guaranteed--Oxford’s #1 Computer Shop 662.236.5670 - 1501 W Jackson Ave
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The
DM
Online
.COM
theDMonline.com

PHOTOGRAPHY HELP NEEDED!!
Like meeting new people? Are you
always snapping photos at parties?
Why not get paid for it? We’re seeking event photographers for nights and
weekends. No experience necessary.
Equipment provided. Download an application at www.mangiantephoto.com/
employment.html

Miscellaneous for Sale

FASCINATOR HATS cocktail hats,
feather clips, and flower clips. Fun hair
accessories for your wardrobe.
http:// buyfascinatorhats.com
Cindy Bounds, Affiliate Marketing

DM

non-condensed

0 grams
Trans Fat!

House for Rent

Jumbo Headline - $3

Oxford Rental UPDATED 2665
sq/ ft Spacious 3 Story, 5 bdrm 3 bath
home w 2 family rooms & bonus room.
3 mi. from campus. lawn upkeep included in lease. 93 CR 217. $2500 mo.
Call Ann Tolbert w Nix Tann & Assoc. @
601.214.0084 MLS 236036 (662)3800454

Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL

Homes for Sale

10.28.11

Room for Rent
Room for Rent Room at Campus
Creek for sublease January - July. Rent
- 349. Call (601)754-1788

Weekend Rental

662.915.5503
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GARFIELD
GARFIELD

BY JIM DAVIS
BY JIM DAVIS
236-3030

THE FUSCO BROTHERS
THE FUSCO BROTHERS

BY J.C. DUFFY
BY J.C. DUFFY

3 MEDIUM
1 TOPPING

5

$

DILBERT
DILBERT

BY SCOTT ADAMS
BY SCOTT ADAMS

EACH

3 LARGE
1 TOPPING

7

$

EACH

NON SEQUITUR
NON SEQUITUR

DEEP DISH EXTRA

BY WILEY
BY WILEY

OPEN
LATE

N ew sw at ch
C ha nn el 9 9

mo n-f ri
5: 30 pm & 10 pm

236-3030

DOONESBURY
DOONESBURY

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

WORDSEARCH

Music

TODAY’SMAZE

©©
SUDOKU
Puzzles
by by
Pappocom
SUDOKU
Puzzles
Pappocom

Solution,
tipstips
andand
computer
program
at www.sudoku.com
Solution,
computer
program
at www.sudoku.com

HOW TO PLAY

HOWthe
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Complete
grid
so
that everythe
row,
column
Complete
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so
andevery
3x3 box
that
row,contains
column the
numbers
1 through
with
and
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no repeats
numbers
1 through 9 with
no repeats
DIFFICULTY LEVEL
DIFFICULTY LEVEL
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Fine
Con Brio
Forte
Maestro
Piano
Vivo
Ad Libitum

Con Forza
Glissando
Meno
Poco
Cantabile
Con Moto
Grave

Molto
Ritardando
Sharp
Tone
Allegro
Scale
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Hipp’s Tips: Auburn
jbhipp@olemiss.edu

See TIPS, PAGE 8

FOOTBALL,

continued from page 12

sas 17-0 in the second quarter
before the Razorbacks scored
29 unanswered points and won
29-24.
“When you don’t have success, it is easy to fall into that
mindset of something bad is
going to happen, even when
good things are going on,”
he said. “We have to have the
mindset that good things are
going to happen. Guys are going to make plays. We are going to win. We have to keep
believing that and playing for
60 minutes.”
Finishing games has been the
theme of this week’s practices.

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

Nickolas Brassell prepares to run against Arkansas Razorback defender Colton MilesNash. The Rebels go into this weekend with 2 wins and 5 losses.

“I just want them to come
out and play hard with a lot of
passion and energy,” he said.
“Put 60 minutes together like I
know they can. Finish.
“I’ll tell you one thing: we’re
going to come out of the dressing room (at halftime) different.”
As far as game planning for
Auburn, the defense will need
to raise its game to another
level, particularly stopping the
run, for the Rebels to pull off
the road upset. Defensive coordinator Tyrone Nix knows how
explosive the Tiger offense can
be.
“(They are) very multiple,
explosive,” he said. “They do
a great job of formations. You
have to be disciplined in your
assignment and play disci-
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KNOW YOUR FOE: AUBURN

BY BENNETT HIPP

1. Have to stop the run
Auburn loves to run the football, ranking 35th in the country
and fourth in the Southeastern
Conference with over 183 rushing yards per game. Sophomore
running back Michael Dyer is second in the conference in carries,
rushing the ball 159 times already
this season (almost 20 carries per
game). Between Dyer, the speedy
Onterio McCalleb, and electric
freshman Tre Mason, the Tigers
have plenty of options on the
ground. Arkansas was successful
running the ball on Ole Miss last
week when they went into three
and four wide sets that forced
the Rebels to put extra defensive
backs on the field and spread out,
creating running lanes. The Ti-

10.28.11

plined football.”
While the Tigers have played
three different quarterbacks
this year in junior Barrett Trotter and sophomore Clint Moseley, traditional drop-back
passers, and freshman Kiehl
Frazier, who is more of a dualthreat quarterback, the most
important thing for the Rebel
defense to focus on is the running game.
Auburn is averaging 183.2
yards on the ground this season behind sophomore running
back Michael Dyer and junior
running back Onterio McCalebb. Dyer is averaging over
100 yards per game and has
eight touchdowns, while McCalebb has 387 rush yards this
season with two touchdowns.
In order for the Rebels to

Name: Auburn University
Nickname: Tigers
Location: Auburn, Alabama (53,380 pop.)
Enrollment: 20,446
Colors: Burnt Orange and Navy Blue
Mascot: Aubie the Tiger
Head Coach: Gene Chizik, 3rd year (24-6)
Conference: Southeastern Conference
All-time Record: 712-400-47
2010 Record: 13-0, 8-0 SEC
National Champion: 2 (1957, 2010)
Notable Football Alumni:
Bo Jackson — 1985 Heisman Trophy winner, Professional football
and baseball player
Cam Newton — Carolina Panthers — 2010 Heisman Trophy
winner, 1st pick of the 2011 NFL Draft
Pat Sullivan — 1971 Heisman Trophy winner, Currently the head
coach at Samford University
Other Notable Alumni:
Timothy Cook — CEO of Apple Inc.
Vince Dooley — Former head football coach and athletic director
at the University of Georgia, played and coached at Auburn
Jimmy Wales — Co-Founder of Wikipedia
Interesting Fact: In a tradition that began in 1950’s, fans flock
to Toomer’s Corner in Auburn after victories and throw toilet paper
on the two large oak trees that hang over into the street. The trees
were poisoned after the 2010 Iron Bowl when Auburn came back
from down 24-0 to defeat Alabama 28-27.

contain those two backs, junior
defensive lineman Uriah Grant
said the defensive unit needs to
be more physical and do some
other things better.
“Go harder,” he said. “We
watch the film and one half
there’s one team and the second half it’s another team. We
just need to transfer that over
and be more physical for the
whole game.”
On the offensive side of the
ball, the Rebels will try to put
together four quarters of sound
football.
“(Auburn’s defense) can
run,” offensive coordinator
David Lee said. “They are a
good defense. They are a defending champion, and they
are going to give us all we want
over there on Saturday night in

a hostile environment. We’re
going to be ready for it.”
Junior quarterback Randall
Mackey will get his fourth consecutive start and his first SEC
road start, but Lee thinks he
has grown, matured and will
be just fine Saturday.
“He’s progressing,” Lee said.
“We’re pleased with his progress, but he’s not where I think
he has a chance to be. He can
still be getting better.”
For Ole Miss to be able to go
into Auburn and come out with
a win, the coaches, players and
fans know the team will need to
play a full 60-minute game.
Kickoff between the Rebels
and the Tigers is set for 6 p.m.
from Jordan-Hare Stadium in
Auburn, Ala., and will be televised nationally on ESPNU.
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Rebels seek elusive conference win on the Plains of Auburn
BY DAVID COLLIER
dlcollie@olemiss.edu

This weekend the Ole Miss
Rebels (2-5, 0-4 SEC) will head
to the Plains to take on the
No. 23 Auburn Tigers (5-3,
3-2 SEC) in hopes of breaking
a 10-game SEC losing streak
that stretches back to last season’s 42-35 win over Kentucky.
Saturday will be the Rebels

first road game since traveling
to Fresno earlier this month,
where Ole Miss came out with
a 38-28 win. The atmosphere
inside of Auburn’s Jordan-Hare
Stadium will be a whole different animal to overcome.
The Rebels have not won at
Auburn since 2003, having lost
six of their last seven meetings
with the Tigers.
Ole Miss head coach Hous-
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ton Nutt and his staff are not
worried about who they are
playing, but they are staying focused on a playing a complete
game Saturday.
“Every team is good and I
am more concerned about our
guys,” Nutt said. “We have to
play at a very high level for 60
minutes, not just 30 or 40, but
every single play and series.
“Auburn, again, losing so
many players wasn’t expected
to do what they have done.
They went to South Carolina
and won. They beat Florida.
They have won a lot of games.
They are defending national
champions and that is what has
carried them in the games that
are close. They were behind
Utah State and won the game
at the end. They have had close
games, and they finish them. I
am not worried about their
mindset; I am worried about
our guys.”
The Rebels have not been
able to play a complete game
all season. It started with the
BYU game in which the Rebels
blew a 13-0 fourth-quarter lead
and transpired again last Saturday when Ole Miss led Arkan-
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Randall Mackey eludes Arkansas Razorback defender Jerico Nelson. The football team
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travels to Auburn this weekend to take on the Tigers.
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